How to use the zSpace STEM Station

Getting Started

1. Sit (or stand) front and center to the display.

2. There are four tracking devices on the display.

3. The tracking devices track reflector points on your glasses and stylus. Make sure these points are visible to the tracking devices.

For Multiple Users

4. Users that are following along should put on non-tracked glasses, so as to avoid interfering with the tracking signals.

5. The leader must sit front and center. Followers can sit to the side or stand behind the leader.

How It Works

Tracked glasses are different because they signal the display to adjust the position of an image based on the location of your head. As you move your head, the image moves with you.

IMPORTANT: The display can only track one user. Using multiple tracked glasses will confuse the display and affect the tracking process.

zSpace Accessories Kit Includes:

- 1 Stylus
- 6 Tracked Glasses
- 12 Non-tracked Glasses